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In this paper we determine Hl(G, V) for G a finite Chevalley group over k=GF(q), q > 3, and V belonging to the class of " minimal " irreducible KG-modules.
The modules under consideration are described precisely in 4 I ; they include all the standard and spin modules, as well as some adjoint modules and exterior products.
Many occur naturally as sections in Chevalley groups of larger rank (').
Our approach is thematically Lie-theoretic, and relatively free of explicit calculation.
All lower bounds on cohomology are determined by examining indecomposable modules for G constructed from appropriate irreducible modules for the corresponding complex
Lie algebra (cf. (I. 2) and (4.2~)) ; in particular, we never have to explicitly exhibit any cocycles. Upper bounds are obtained by studying interactions bet\veen the " roots "
and " weights " for G which arise from their analogues in the algebraically closed case (cf. 0 2, (4.2~), and 4 5).
Many of the adjoint modules were treated by Hertzig [14] , and certain of the classical cases have been studied by D. Higman
[IS], H. Pollatsek [22] , and 0. Taussky and H. Zassenhaus [27] . It should be noted that these papers contain results for more general fields than we consider, especially the fields of 2 and 3 elements. Nevertheless for K=GF(q), q>3, our results include all the above with the exception of the adjoint module of type F, (") .
1lre include (cf. 5 5) a proof of a result on Extl(U, V) = H1(G, U OV) for G= SL(2, 2'9 stated by G. Higman in his notes on odd characterizations [IS] and used there in the analysis of certain n-local subgroups.
One can also obtain lower bounds on cohomology by means of the Cartan-Eilenberg stability theorem [5; p. 2591. An interesting by-product of our investigation is a new interpretation of this theorem in terms of a pre\iously unnoticed action of Hecke algebras on cohomology (cf. 4 6).
I. Representations (").
Let C be a finite root system in a Q-vector space E endowed with a positive definite symmetric bilinear form ( , ) invariant under the \Veyl group JV of C. For cc, PEE, (s) denotes the angle formed by x and p. Also, Cshort denotes the set of roots in S of minimal length, while Clonn denotes the set of roots in S which are not short. It will be convenient for later reference to fix the following notation for a fundamental system A of the indecomposable root systems: 
Minimal weights
\Z'e partially order the vector space E by the relation w 2 u iff w-u is a nonnegative integral combination of the "i.
A dominant weight A is called minimal if it is minimal relative to this partial order. 1Ve will write A=A(X) for the set of dominant weights in E, and denote the set of minimal elements of A by A,,,.
Let 2 be the complex semisimple Lie algebra with root system C relative to a fixed Cartan subalgebra 5j of 9.. Let AEA, and let 332=9J1(h) denote the irreducible G-module of dominant weight A. Suppose o~Au(o} satisjes w 2 A. Choose a weight w' n of -5 in '9J32 minimal with respect to ~'2 w, and icrite G = w'-w = 2 pi, where the pi \\;e get the exact sequence of cohomology groups:
\\'hen ?.=v is the maximal short root, it is stable under the opposition involution I of h (L=-w,,, where w,, is the unique element in 1v such that
Since \T is the dual module to S/X =V, we obtain the following, using the fact that X = o if A+ZE:
and let A be a minirrul dominant weight. Then
is o unless A=.), in which case it is given by Theorem (I. I) and the table which accompanies it.
Cohomology.
In this section we outline some basic homological results and apply these to the cohomology of Chevalley groups.
Let A be a finite group, and V a kA-module. (') IVhen Q=Z, S may not be indecomposable, e.g. G =SL(n, 2), h=x,. This is the only case in which S is not indecomposable [30] . This map is called inflation \vhen 'p is the natural projection of A' onto a quotient group A, and restriction (y iA') when 9 is the natural inclusion from a subgroup A' to A.
In case aEA, BLA, and '2 =a-l : B"-+B, then '2 does not induce a map Z1(B, V) + Z'(B", V) by the formula above, since it is required there that V be given a " new " kB"-module structure (induced by y). However the map 8~ va is an isomorphism from this " new " kBn-module back to the " old ".
we obtain a legitimate map a-'ya from Z'(B, V) to Z1(B", V), which induces a map on H'.
(s) A general reference for the cohomology of groups is [5; Ch. 121, though the reader can doubtless supply proofs here without difficulty.
(") Similar statements apply iff is just a homomorphism of ZA-modules; in particular cohomology groups of Galois conjugate modules are isomorphic abelian groups. 
The following two propositions extend the results of $4 to central factors and direct products; they play no further role in this paper.
Proposition (2.4). -Supp ose V-'= o and B is a subgroup of the center of
Proof. -By (2.3f) we have an exact sequence For VEX we let (as in 5 I) V, denote the associated " weight space "
{vEVI vt=o(t)v for all teT}.
We think of X(T) additi\.ely, so for example V, denotes the weight space associated with the trivial weight w(t)=1 (JET).
A root aEC determines an element, still denoted a, of X(T) by the formula 
I -parameter cohomologv
The result just established readily yields information concerning the cohomology of kTU,-modules L of arbitrary finite dimension. is surjective.
Upper bounds for H'(G, V)
JVe can now prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem (2.8).
Suppose +'I Cf is a set of roots whose corresponding root groups
Proof. Zl(U, 1') + zv+Z1(Ua, V) is injective. Hence Z'(U, V)'-+ n Zl(U,, V)T is injective, aE+ and dim,: Z'(U, V)Tlzz,Jdim, Z'(U,, V)T ('").
On the other hand, the map V,+ B'(U, V)' which takes P,, in V,, to the coboundary uti&--POu has kernel Vf=V', hence dim, V,--dim, VB< dim, B'(U, V)T. Thus
For n~Cu{o) set n,= c dim,V,. w-b
Corollary (2. g), -Under the hJ,pothesis of (2. S), ;f VB = o the72 dim, H'(G, V) 5 c n,--71, ("). UEcJ
Proof. -Apply (2.7a) and (2.8).
Restrictions of roots and Galois equivalences (l").
As in 3 I, G'.denotes the universal Chevalley group over K defined by C; X'=X* (T') is the free abelian group generated by the fundamental dominant weights. Since T'
is k-split, T has exponent q-1, hence any homomorphism y-: T*+ KX maps T into k") and so there is a natural restriction homomorphism 2 : X'(Y) --f X(T) ('9). S is of t>pe Cf (Iltj, 5=(0$-t, nO={o}USlon~~ ni={*u,, i(r,+cxs)}~ for some w~\Y, for i>t;
Proposition (3. I ) ('"). -Assume C is indecomposable, and q>3. Let /3 + y be elements of Cu{o}. Then one of the following holds: a) P(P) *P(Y); b) q=4> S is of ppe G,, p, -( are long, and (2;) = y;
3) S isoftype Dp ((>3), 5=(i), no={o}, ni={tml, &xe}w for some WEM', i>r; 4) C is of type Fp, short a, j > 3; 5) C s=rj, no={o}, ni={+zl}(w,~,w,,)w forsome wEW, i=I, 2, 3, nj={+a} for some is of type G, , 5=3. no={o}, ni={fz1,f(x1$zz2)}w forsome WE\Y for i>5; 6)inthe remaining cases J = /I; j/z and each ni is of the form { + a}.
A proof of this statement can be based on the fact that the fibres of p on 2 form systems of imprimitivity for the action of \V. All such systems can be easily determined, since the stabilizer TV; of 1: = maximal long or maximal short root is generated by the fundamental reflections it contains. \+vhere Vi is as in $ I and V,, is as in 4 2.
Examples.
With the bounds developed so far, it is an easy matter to compute H'(G, V) for BY (2.8)
For the remainder of the proof, we consider the exceptional cases A,(q), A, (5) and A, (g) . Assume jirst that G=A, (4) iao) This result has been obtained independently by George Glauberman.
